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New plan:
This is probably the last Dirtboating in this format. This issue just grew
and grew and became increasingly unfinishable. Although we haven't
worked out the details yet, the new plan is to publish new covers and
then publish articles as they come into being rather than waiting for
a whole "issue" to gel. It may end up being more blog-like, but we still
want to keep the print magazine look and feel. As always, we need contributors of both images and content. So, send us that great landsailing
story and become published authors!
Blake Learmonth
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One of the fortunate aspects
of digital publishing is that we
can make corrections relatively
easily when compared to an
on-paper magazine. So if you
see something that is amiss we would like to hear about it.
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At this point, this is this is not a money-making enterprise;
we will depend on volunteer writers and photographers. If
you are interested in writing and article or having your action photos published, send them our way. Although this is
primarily a web-magazine, we would like to have images
that are high enough quality that they could be printed.
dirtboating.com
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Publishers and editors: Duncan Harrison, Blake Learmonth

There is probably some tenet of journalism that says, "never apologize
to the readers," but sorry folks, the winter 2014 issue just never hapAdjustments at Smith Creek
pened. My last year of teaching just took over my life and every time
it was time to work on Dirtboating, something more immediate took
over. I realized that the only reason the previous winter issue made it
to the "presses" was that the November Cup was canceled, so I spent a
week working on the magazine instead of driving and sailing. So, the
Winter issue has become the late Summer issue and now the Winter II
issue. As a result several of the articles are potentially old news. If this
were Time or Newsweek I could see that being a big problem, maybe
less so here.
This issue contains content about the 2014 Worlds a year + after
the event and an ice boating article that will now be a prelude to the
Photo: Duncan
upcoming season rather than a report on the last...
I suppose I could avoid the apology by claiming I'd been sucked
into the vortex...retirement kind of feels that way.
Thanks again to Don Rypinski for another installment of Landsailing
in America and to all our other volunteer contributors—we couldn't do
it without you!
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Please assume that everything you see is copyrighted
by someone.
On the other hand, over the
years I have been given literally thousands of landsailing
images, almost never with any
clear indication as to who the
photographers were. If you see
a photo that is wrongly credited or not credited and you
know who the photographer
or featured
landsailor is, please let us know.
editor@dirtboating.com
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Dennis Bassano raises a wheel at ALC
Photos Blake film strip Duncan

Cover photo and film strip: Phil Augustin on the way to
disaster Photo: Walter Carels
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A Personal History of

Landsailing in America
Don Rypinski US1

Dirtboating Magazine continues its presentation of
Don's book with the presentation of chapters 5 and
6, which feature more racing in Europe and a return to
the US for the first national event, America's Landsailing
Cup held at Roach Lake a couple miles from the curent
location at Ivanpah.

R

Chapter 5

Competing in Germany (1971) and
Belgium (1972)

aces were well organized and sailing was very fast as German beach sand
seemed harder and more solid than the sand in France or Belgium. The thing
I most remember about competing at Saint Peter was the size and speed
Class I Saint-Peter-Ording 1971
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of their Class 1 Landsailers that had a minimum sail
area of 119 square feet with no maximum size limit.
They weighed over 2,000 lbs and made the beach
vibrate as they flew by at speeds up to 70 mph. They
required a lot of strength and skill to operate, and
had enormous sails and heavy bodies with very large
wheels. One of my favorite German Class I pilots was a
woman named Helga Unger whose arms were as big
around as my legs. She was an excellent sailor, very
competitive and an extremely nice person who became
a good friend.
In 1971, Saint-Peter-Ording was not close to any
commercial areas for food or other necessities. Lunch
was served daily during racing by the German Army
on tables they set up on the beach race course. The
Germans were most hospitable and provided tools and
expertise whenever needed. One thing that I found
surprising was the fact that the direction one rotates
to open and close a crescent wrench on a German tool
is exactly the opposite direction as that used on an
American tool.
Located on the coast of Germany, below the border
of Denmark, Saint-Peter-Ording was unique, very
remote and difficult to find. You had to drive through
very old communities connected to each other by a
series of bridges and dikes and very curvy roads. Each
of these communities had at one time been a seaside
waterfront community. Now they were located inland
and the older they were, the further inland they were.
This was due to a long local history of land expansion by building dikes and breakwaters out at sea
that enclosed large bodies of water. Gradually over a
period of years, storms and wave action sweep sand
from the sea side over the breakwater until the area
that was once filled with water over time becomes dry
land. New homes, roads and communities are then
built on the new land. Meanwhile another series of
breakwaters have already been put in place further out
to sea in order to repeat the process and continually
provide new waterfront land for future expansion.
On the plus side, new waterfront land is made
available. On the negative side, periodic severe storms
occasionally wash over the dikes surrounding new
developments and can flood homes and businesses.
Several of my German landyacht friends told me local

people who know what they’re doing, build their
homes up on pilings and keep all their valuable
belongings upstairs. The walls surrounding the
pilings on the ground level are designed to easily
wash away in a flood and not disturb the home
above. I was told that when a newcomer from
Hamburg or some other city decides to build a
vacation home at Saint Peter, they may or may
not be told the inside secret of building on pilings
depending upon how well they are liked by their
new neighbors.

De Panne, Belgium - 1972
In 1972, I was able to take my wife Beverly with
me to Belgium to share the experience of an
international championship competition. In those
days, De Panne allowed occasional people on the
beach during the competition. They were either
digging for clams or just strolling with families,
sometimes with baby carriages. In addition to
avoiding people, depending on the tide, competing Landyachts could suddenly arrive at a canal of
water that was parallel to the beach with sand on
both sides and each Pilot had to make an instant
decision which side to sail on. If you happened to
chose the wrong side, you could end up sailing
through deep water or even getting stuck in the
soft sand. So it was extremely important to sail
around these canals of water on dry sand. One
trick I learned was to look carefully at the color of
the sand. If it was too dark, it was possibly too wet
and if it was too light it could be too soft. The ideal
color seemed to be a medium grey when you
could find it.
I was loaned a “Dad” Land Yacht made in
Belgium to compete in the 1972 FISLY Championship. The “Dad” was one of the newest classes and
had become very popular in Europe. I finished in
the middle of the pack and was pleased to do that
well since many of Europe’s best sailors were racing in that class that year.
I will never forget the feeling I had during my
first race at De Panne. The first time I turned down
wind I lost speed and finally came to a complete
stop. Meanwhile all my competitors were flying
4

Chapter 6
America's First
Landsailing Championships

by with no problem as I was pushing my yacht to
try to get up to speed. I was so embaressed, I felt like
swimming home to California. No matter how much I
pushed I was unable to get underway downwwind and
I was unable to finish my first race.
Finally, a German competitor took me aside and
explained that since the wind never blows perpendicular
to the beach the trick is to tack upwind until you have
sufficient speed and then turn downwind quickly and
glide until your speed starts to diminish. At that point,
you turn upwind again, gain sufficient speed and turn
downwind again. The overall pattern of sailing tends to
be in figure eights that overlap in a downwind direction.
It was great fun to introduce Beverly to my new
landsailing friends and do a little touring after the
racing ended. We were invited to go to Holland and
stay with Hans Dekkers who had built the “Windrider”
landyachts for the National Geographic movie Windriders of the Sahara and by now had become a close
friend. His house had been built by his father years ago
as a neighborhood church and was very interesting.
Hans’s wife collected flowers and dried them out by
hanging them by the dozens from the ceiling. We slept
in their “Guest House” that had started out as a Chicken
Coop. It was cramped and cold but my new warm wife
and the Dekkers’ family hospitality made up for it.
Hans even loaned us his Dutch-made automobile
called a DAF to explore his neighborhood. It was a kick
to drive but was made of materials so delicate, I felt I
could bend the shifting arm if I pushed too hard. It had
all the warmth and charm of a Citroen Deux Chevaux,
if you’re familiar with those vintage cars.
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Poster for the first America's Landsailing Cup
and original NALSA logo by Grant Follis

1974 America’s first International Landsailing Cup at Roach
Dry Lake, Nevada
After having competed in
four European International
Championships and Sailing
1,800 miles across the Sahara
Desert, my next objective was
to host the first International
Landsailing Cup Championship in America with my fellow
landyacht enthusiasts, Nord
Embroden (US 2), his father
Morgan and Grant Follis (US 3).
Our first step was to research
where to hold the event. El
Mirage Dry Lake, our closest
place, was too small and becoming too commercialized. Having
heard about several large dry
lake beds along the California/
Nevada border we found a very
large dry lake in Nevada, just
over the California border, called
Roach Dry Lake. Since pilots were
well entertained at every European Landyacht Championship,
it seemed appropriate to select
Roach since it was only one hour from Las Vegas
and we thought that would be a draw for foreigners.
After negotiating with the Nevada Bureau of Land
Management to use Roach Dry Lake, our next step
was to look for sponsors and select a hotel that
would work with us.
My wife Beverly and I contacted Caesar’s Palace
to see if they were interested. Soon afterward, we
found a well dressed man with a 3 piece suit and

briefcase standing at our Newport Beach doorstep.
He had flown over from Las Vegas to interview us
and get detailed information about how many
people would be involved and what the average
income of a Land Yacht Pilot was. He said if our
group’s income was high enough, Caesar’s Palace would give us rooms rent free. I was afraid to
commit an income figure knowing that most of us
were just getting by and would probably disappoint the Hotel when it came to room rentals and
gambling.
Caesar’s Palace eventually notified us they
would be willing to host a free Dinner for all our
sailors and guests. The dinner they put on turned
out to be a feast second to none. Meanwhile,
guests at the hotel seemed shocked to see a
bedraggled group of Dirt Boaters, who hadn’t had
time to shower, show up in flip-flops and Bermuda
shorts to attend a dinner given in their honor.
Although we didn’t have the kind of waterfront
resort/restaurant hospitality the European pilots
were used to, sailing on Roach Dry Lake and dining
at Caesar’s Palace more than made up for it.
To meet our objective of finding more sponsors to help pay for the event, Cutty Sark came

Barefoot Sandsailer sailor
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forward and gave us $1,000 for an advertisement
in our race program. During the race, I kept trying to lure the Cutty Sark people out to Roach Dry
Lake to see the event they were helping support.
Finally one of the 3 guys who had flown out from
New York said to me: “ Rypinski, we’re not the least
bit interested in Land Sailing. We’re using this as an
excuse to gamble and live it up in Vegas, so please
leave us alone.”
Pilot Grant Follis (US-3) designed an amazing poster and logotype (which has now become
iconic) to commemorate the event. Tom Beaton
brought his megaphone and put himself in charge
of announcing the races. I borrowed a canon from
Bruce Blackman, a local Newport Beach jeweler,
and appointed a canon-master to lock, load and
fire it at the start of each race.
John Louis Collinet, Denis Blervaque Pierre
Giret, Michael Morel and Catherine Collinet from
France along with Gayle Heard from England were
the first European pilots to compete in our first
American Landyacht Championship. They sailed
in Chubasco Class boats on loan from Americans
and were overwhelmed with the size, surface and
speeds they could achieve on Roach Dry Lake. In
Europe, landyachts sail on relatively narrow, sandy
beaches and achieve speeds that average 30 to 40
mph. On Roach Dry Lake they were able to sail a
large triangular course and achieve speeds of 60 to
70 mph.
My wife Beverly’s cousins, Bink and Dan Palmer,
from Washington & Oregon got excited about the
event. They obtained a set of plans for a DN Iceboat and built their first Landyacht that was quite
competitive. Both were very experienced
boat sailors, but had no previous experience
with Landsailing.
A participant from the East Coast, Jim Amick,
was an engineer who designed one of the most
original and beautiful landyachts I’ve ever seen.
It was built by his son Doug and had a very aerodynamic looking body surrounded by an archshaped wing. The rear wheels protruded out of the
arch and although his yacht didn’t look to me like
it should work, it actually worked quite well when

Sandsailer Fleet

the wind came up.
By 1974 there were at least thirteen different landsailer classes commercially available. They included
the HONKER (15 sq ft sail); the WINDBUGGY JUNIOR
(17 sq.ft.); the DESERT DART (42 sq ft); the MIRAGE (50
sq ft); the SAND SAILER (55 sq ft); the CHUBASCO (65
sq ft); the DAD (70 sq ft); the WOODWIND (77 sq ft);
the DN ICEBOAT (79 sq ft); the FRIENDSHIP (105 sq ft);
the FENIX (118 sq ft); and the DESERT RAIDER (134 sq
ft with jib).
There were a total of 25 pilots in the first American
Landyacht Championship. In order to determine an
overall champion, the top three pilots in each class
competed against each other in a round robin race
using identical Chubasco’s and exchanged yachts
after each race.
As president of NALSA my closing statement in the
1974 program was “We hope this regatta will carry us
one step further towards the day when Landsailor’s all
over the world can feel a part of one family.”

This has come true since our
second International Championship (forty years later)
had 200 participants from 15
countries who willingly shared
“Dirtboating” together at Smith
Creek Dry Lake, Nevada in July,
2014.

1975 Second Annual
America’s Landsailing Cup
Championship
(continues on the next page)
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Capter 6
(Continued)
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D

ue to recent development on Roach Dry Lake, our second
annual America’s Landsailing Cup Championship was moved
to Ivanpah Dry Lake (just adjacent to Roach) in California. Annual Championships have been held there ever since and the world
landsailing speed record of 126 mph was also set there. After our first
U.S. Championship, the word started spreading that Landsailing was
here to stay and 1975 attracted some of the best sailors and designers
to date. Thirty six pilots participated in the 2nd America’s cup and
eighteen of them were sailing in the women’s division.
Bill Lee, a well known yacht designer/builder, built a new Class II
landyacht he named “Magic Carpet” that set a new speed record.
Russ Foster designed the “Soup Class” landyacht with an open
fiberglas two seat body and competed in his red “Tomato Soup”.
Bill Eisenlohr put two canoe bodies together to make his Class II
“Condor” that had a very aerodynamic body. Wayne Kocher built
a beautiful Class II yacht he named “Blue Flame”.
An Iceboater from the East Coast, Lowell Frank, brought his
Nite Class Ice Yacht with wheels in place of runners to participate
in NALSA’s second annual event. His landyacht was appropriately named “Nite-N-Gale”. His front steering wheel had an 8”
diameter tire that made me think he would not be a serious
contender. Boy, was I ever wrong! Lowell brought with him
five or six different masts and sails each for a different weather condition. He absolutely cleaned our clocks when it came
to speed and sailing skill. After awarding him the first place
trophy, we convinced him to sell his yacht to one of us so
we could use it as a standard to sail to. I like to think that his
participation and agreement to sell his iceyacht enabled
those of us who sailed landyachts to catch up with 100
years of Iceboat development.
Two Champion Pilots showed up from Germany as
members of YCSPO (Yacht Club St.-Peter Ording). They
were Uwe Schroeder a Class I Champion Sailor and Peter- Biner Wulff. They both sailed in the Soup Class with
yachts on loan from America.
By 1975 a number of landyacht clubs had formed

and joined NALSA. They included:
• ANAHEIM YACHT CLUB;
• LUNAR LANDYACHT CLUB (that specialized is sailing by
moonlight);
• MICHIGAN LANDYACHT CLUB (whose president was Meade
Gougeon, a famous boat builder and fiberglas developer);
• NATIONAL SAND SAILING ASSOCIATION;
• ORANGE COUNTY LANDYACHT CLUB;
• PACIFIC LANDYACHT CLUB;
• SUNNY ACRES SIPPING, SAILING & SOARING SOCIETY; TRI
COUNTY LANDYACHT CLUB.
Once again, a round robin race was held between the winners of
each class in identical Chubascos to determine an overall champion
sailor. Sponsors for this event included: Vista Paint; Spray Sox stretch
face/head covers; General Hospital Supply, Inc.; and the BoJAX and Jolly
Roger restaurants.
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1976 Third Annual
America’s Landsailing Cup
Jan Lowe took over as president of NALSA and
organized another successful, memorable competition at Ivanpah. The class divisions were; Class III,
Class IV, Women’s Class and Junior’s Class. Thirty
nine pilots participated.
Specific race events included: Grant’s Follies;
the Cutty Sark Race; the Armorall Race; a Concours
D’Elegance with prizes for the best design and
construction and finally an Enduro that was open
to anyone with a landsailer whether a registered
pilot or not.
George Olsen (another boat designer/builder)
brought out a new beautiful Landyacht he designed and built named Terradactyl that was very
fast and aerodynamic. George also was the first
pilot to coin the phrase “Dirt Boating” that aptly
applies to all dry lake sailing.
The first three years of Landsailing Competitions at Roach and Ivanpah required pilots and
participants to drive onto the Dry Lakes by way
of long, dusty, one lane dirt roads. Once you were
on the dry lake, it was like being on the moon. No
activity or development anywhere except for an
occassional train way off in the distance.
Over the years, gradual development took
place-especially on the California/Nevada Border.
A hotel and restaurant appeared and over time
an entire town developed that became known as
Primm, Nevada. A world-class roller coaster was
installed along with discount shopping centers,
gambling casinos and more huge hotels that had
enormous advertising signs and a monorail-train
to connect activity on both sides of Hwy. 15.
In 2014, getting to Ivanpah Dry Lake now consists of driving on a road that circles around the
City of Primm to a corner facing the lake, turning
onto a dirt road that connects gigantic power line
towers on the lakebed, then driving a well traveled
wide dirt road to the sailing site.
Within the past three or four years, the City
11

of Las Vegas local Power Company has developed
a huge solar generated power plant in the foothills
across Highway 15 from Ivanpah Dry Lake. It consists
of an entire valley of thousands of mirrors all directed
at three huge tower mounted steam producing cylinders that light up like a coleman lantern when generating power. The heat generated between the mirrors
and towers is so intense that birds flying in that path
frequently die in great numbers.
The mirrors require frequent cleaning and redirecting their focus on the tower. The original plan
was to have these tasks performed by robots but that
didn’t work out. So now there is a full time crew of
humans performing those tasks hopefully not during
peak generating hours.
Some of us like the project and others hate it but
progress and development (if you can call it that) are
inevitable these days, even in the most remote places.

Magic carpet, Bill Lee Poster and
Program cover 1976

High Performance Sails
for Dirt and Water Boats
ELLIOTT / PATTISON SAILMAKERS
870 Production Place
Newport Beach, CA 92663
Skip Elliott se@epsails.com
Phone: 949 645-6697 Fax: 949 642-5415
Website: http://epsails.com/

Blast From the Past
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You know what they say about remembering the Seventies...
Do you recognize these dirtboaters from the earliest ALC events?
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It's
Landsailing, but
but is
is it
it art
??
It's Landsailing,
art?
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Rules of the Road

W

hen I first started landsailing with other people, I would have killed for some official right-of-way
and passing rules. Starting racing, I only lived by the first rule, “DON'T HIT ANYONE! But l ways
wondered when some more agressive sailor forced me off in the weeds when I wanted to tack
or came flying between me and the mark I was rounding..."Was that okay?" Some kind soul passed me a little
card at one of the ALC events that has some tiny diagrams which really helped. Duncan has recreated that
card and incorporated his knowledge into the following diagrams.
Rule number one still remains the most important! AVOID COLLISIONS! Knowledge of the right-of-way rules
may help with that.

Overtaking

Obstruction

Overtaking yacht
keeps clear.

Sailing Upwind

Keep Clear...

Wind

Sailing Downwind

Wind

Abbreviated Sailing Rules

Note: These are
You can find more complete sailing rules by searching "complete sailing rules" on the Internet, that way, you
will know what to do if you encounter a container ship on the playa.

Note: Red yacht must keep clear.

Avoid a Collision!

DO NOT

Help anyone who is injured
or in danger.

Alter course to prevent
a non-right of way yacht
from keeping clear.

Opposite Tacks

Meeting

Windward Yacht
keeps clear.

Rounding Mark

Outside Yacht
keeps clear.

DO NOT tack or jibe if
collision is probable.
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Keep clear of yacht
on the right

Pass to the right when
meeting head-on

If two yachts are tacking or jibing
at the same time, the yacht on the
left will keep clear.

Leeward Yacht
keeps clear.

Rounding Mark 2

Overtaking near a mark:
pass only on the outside.

After Finishing a Race:
DO NOT interfere with
yachts still racing.
DO NOT sail across the Start Line
(you may walk your yacht
backwards across the Start Line).
20

Crash!

Sometimes bad things happen
to good people

W

Photos captured from Duncan
Harrison's pre-GoPro video.

hen you are a landsailor, at least in America, you spend a fair amount of time
explaining what landsailing is. The discussion always comes around to “How
fast do they go?” I think most people expect me to reply with something like

20-30 mph. When I come back with, “My boat will hit
around 70mph and most of the big boats get close
to a hundred,” the conversation quickly shifts to, “Is
it dangerous?” At that point, kind of by reflex, not
wanting to portray landsailing as an extreme sport,
I mention that we sail in huge open spaces, usually
with not many things to hit and it’s not like stock car
racing—we really try to avoid even tapping each
other. I use my class five boat as an example, tell

them I’m seat-belted in and always wear a helmet
and that even if the boat tips over the mast keeps
me off the ground and safe.
I never really thought I was lying to people! A
series of crashes at the 2014 World championship
at Smith Creek, in weather conditions that were at
least "interesting” have led me to believe that maybe I have been misleading the “civilians” a bit; maybe
because most of my direct experience is in small

The sequence below might be of the most famous crash in US landsailing history; my original copy is on VHS
tape. In 30mph + winds Bill Dale was sailing the Pteradactyl III on only the wing mast. Even with no sail all
seemed to be going well, until at around 80 mph, the mast rotation limiter broke, causing massive drag and
launching the craft into the air. Thankfully, as in all these sequences, the pilot was not seriously injured.

If you ever doubted that
seatbelts work, final frame
shows Dave Farmer and
the acrobatic Fed 5 back
on the ground and sailing.
boats, both homebuilt and FISLY Class 5, which I’ve
spun and capsized in a wide variety of creative ways.
This tradition has been carried on by folks I’ve sold
my boats to, and despite some wild gyrations we’ve
all come away pretty much unscathed.
So, what about the “big boats?” They are a lot
faster, typically have wooden rear axles, and their
composite wing masts are held up by wires. In years
of attending races in the US, I have only actually
seen one big boat tip over (and everything stayed

(left) Frank Marsh saved this
one after a couple of big
swerves and two big hikes.
He gathered it back up and
finished the race.
together) and heard of a couple of boats breaking
axles, which, of course, usually drops the mast, but
folks stayed pretty much right-side-up. *
At the Worlds however, several high-speed capsizes
were recorded by internationally renowned photographer Walter Carels. These make it incredibly clear
why roll bars are required by both NALSA and FISLY
rules for boats with stayed rigs. Basically, what happens to big boats (the NALSA numbered classes and
FISLY class 2 and 3) when they go over hard, is that
Frames captured form Jim Hawn's VHS video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXctk3fOQTc

at least one of the wires that holds up
the mast or the axel that it is attached
to fails or the mast breaks below the
shrouds. This means that the boat can
continue to roll over until its momentum
is used up. Phil Augustine’s crash at the
worlds produced a veritable burrito
after the axle broke away from the fuselage allowing the fragmented mast and
sail to wrap around the boat in a tangle
of Mylar, carbon fiber, and stainless
steel wires.
Fortunately, the axel on Bernard Morel's
green boat (pictured below) stayed
attached, so the burrito effect was
minimized. Although there were some
serious bruises, both pilots in the Worlds
sequences walked away from the
crashes intact.
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There were several other boat-breaking incidents at the Worlds
Including Lester Robertson's rear axel failure, they were just not as
well documented photographically.
Speaking of photographs, all the original photos on this page
were taken by Walter Carels.

Original photos for all "film Strips" Walter Carels

* I have, by no means, attended all the events. There may be horror stories of
which I am blissfully unaware.
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2014
Worlds
Revisited:

One sailor's rememberance
Blake Learmonth
Worlds 2014 revisited

E

uropeans may have been dazzled by the
western scenery—enough to describe the
venue as “the end of the world” (maybe that
was about the weather) —or by the size of the sailing
surface, which prompted Sven Kraja to comment that
it was the farthest he had ever sailed without tacking,
but even for American desert dirtboaters the 2014
World championship was a unique experience. One
made possible by huge amounts of work by dozens of
volunteers and generous donations from a number
of sponsors.
Arriving a Smith Creek after a 16-hour trek, the access
road was the first noticeable thing—there was one—
wide, smooth, clearly marked and easily passable in
a small car pulling a trailer. The next thing that stood
out, off in the distance, was the size of the camp. Even
days before the event’s official start, there were dozens
of cars and motorhomes, and dozens of masts sticking up. There was also clearly infrastructure, big tents,
generators, port-a-potties, showers, food trucks, solar
panels and people dashing busily about on importantseeming errands. Eventually there was even an FM
radio station.
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By the time I
found my rented
trailer, another
new experience

from Germany and driven
from the east coast to Smith
Creek. It was soon to become
the legendary party bus, but
at least from Dirtboating, what
happens in the bus stays in
the bus!

for a long-time tent camper, I had heard at least 4
languages spoken, including French spoken so fast
that all those hours of CDs had obviously not been
much help. There were containers, last seen at
Ivanpah in 2002, being unloaded by small armies
of dusty Europeans; more Promos, Standarts and
Class 3 boats than ever seen in the states. Added
to the mix, the big green ”Frog Bus” shipped over

The racing was a little bit of
everything; long waits for the
wind to blow, long waits while
the wind blew so hard that
racers were either holding
down their boats or hunkered
down under them, periods
of race after race going off
without a hitch. There were
races that started like gang- 26

2014 Worlds...

Above photos: Walter Carels, Walter Carels, Duncan Harrison

busters only to strand the whole fleet, or worse, all but a couple
of folks, out in the dreaded Smith Creek middle-of-the-lake, hole
in the wind. The Mantas were particularly plagued by that one.
There were surprise winners (sometimes only surprising to those
who didn’t know them) and classes where reigning champions
dominated.
There was a huge mid-event controversy about running two
courses simultaneously, not a particularly controversial concept,
and maybe even a good idea since a lot of the Europeans felt
like they weren’t getting enough races in. The catch was that the
only way to know that your race had been moved to the second
course was to be really paying attention to the behind-the-scene
conversations, which were not taking place in English, or German,

Thierry Kaisin

All photos this page, Walter Carels

or Spanish … The second-course races
never really became official, at least partly because so many of the competitors
missed them. With our huge racing area,
maybe two courses running is worth
looking at. Of course it takes close to
twice as many course workers to make
it happen and there is always the logistical issue of accommodating people who
run multiple classes.
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The level of documentation of the event
was unprecedented by US standards,
Dennis Bassano

with coverage and participants from
the international side of CNN, including
Olympic sailing gold medalist Shirley
Robertson who anchors CNN’s MainSail
in Europe. Thanks to his great skill and
unprecedented (for the US) access to
the courses, Walter Carels, sponsored for
the event by French landyacht manufacture SeaGull, captured and shared
hundreds of excellent still images. For
the first time, we were pursued by flying
objects; drones and a small plane, which
yielded great video and still images. To
top it off everybody published; the
Internet is filled with hours of video
from the event.
It is hard to avoid mentioning the weather,
which was extreme even
by Smith Creek standards.
At least our worst fear
was not realized; many
feared that scheduling
the event in mid July (in theory to accommodate European school vacations,
which, after the fact, the Europeans
didn’t seem to think was necessary)
would result in a no-wind regatta. That
would not have been a first in the history of the Worlds. 1976 Depanne and
1970 Lytham St.Annes both--no resultsno wind. We had some periods of no
wind, but never a day without racing.
Lack of wind was not what made the
weather memorable. Wind in excess
made for some exciting racing some

Phil Rothroch, Photo Walter Carels

"Don't worry, we'll be
racing again in half an hour"

Foreground, Duncan Harrison and on the right,
Larry Hatch, Manta Twin World Champion
photo, Walter Carels

More Worlds...

exciting waiting to race and even at least one exciting awards presentation night…and it rained…
yes, contrary to popular belief, it does rain in the
desert. Sometimes it rains really hard. After one
hard rain, the only one that really left water standing on the lake I said to one of our international
visitors, “don’t worry, we’ll be racing again in half
an hour.” I don’t think they believed me. People
definitely didn’t believe the “don’t try to walk or
drive on it” warnings. It was really almost an hour
by the time everyone got briefed and released for
the next race; it is amazing what a little sun and a
breeze can do to a fairly wet dry lake. See the fol-

low up article “Gale” in this issue for a reminder what
high-desert weather can do.
Whenever people take racing seriously, there are
bound to be disappointments and disagreements,
especially in an event this large, complicated and
important, but even with extreme differences in
landyachting cultures across the globe, the 2014
World Landsailing Championship, "The World
Championship at the End of the World," was a
memorable success.

There were surprise winners (sometimes only surprising to those who
didn’t know them)...

Aurelien (578) and Alban (577) Morandier.
These guys were SO fast...
Photo: Walter Carels
John Eisenlohr cruises to victory while the rest of us watch from
the Doldrums. Photo: Duncan Harrison

Special Thanks to Walter Carels,
world-renowned photographer of sporting events
civic events and landsailing in particular!
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http://www.pbase.com/waltercarels

Building International 5.6 Minis
for the Worlds
Pretty good example of the range of Minis
at the Worlds: Butron Grover's open frame
in-the-original-spirit mini and Jean Phillipe
Krischer's fully enclosed streamliner.

A

nticipation of 3 days of Mini-only competition at the 2014 Worlds
led to a spate of what some Australians call OCD (Obsessive
Constructive Disorder). Several I 5.6 Minis had been built in the
year or two preceding the Worlds, but many were finished just before
the event. Here is the story of three and some background.
Duncan Harrison, Blake learmonth and John Eisenlohr

A Brief History of the international 5.6 mini Class in the US
Duncan Harrison

2012/2013
The International 5.6 Miniyacht came to the US
dirtboating scene along with our very first issue.
(March, 2013) Curtis Obi shared with readers his
experiences at the 2012 Worlds, Cherrueix, France.
Four Americans, Curtis, Nord Embroden, Jim Goss
and Glenn Monahan entered with chartered 5.6
miniyachts. They all had fun with the rolling starts
and competitive racing on the beach courses. Curtis
expressed how great it was to race against so many
world champions in the fleet of 80 competitors.
Jump ahead to the 2014 Worlds at Smith Creek and
find 18 of 35 miniyacht sailors came from America,
1/2 of the fleet! John Eisenlohr was the winner
in close racing where the top 5 pilots were just 8
points apart.
2013/2014
I think the first American to make a 5.6 miniyacht
on US soil was Burton Grover. (dirtboating maga31 zine, March 2013) Burton builds his miniyachts (4 to

date!) as open frame - open wheeled vehicles. They
resemble the Lake Le Froy design ala Australian Paul
Day. It should be mentioned that Burton believes
in keeping with the concept that 'anyone can build
one of his yachts' he designs and builds his yachts
from scratch.
With the news that the 2014 Worlds to be sailed in
Nevada would include the International 5.6 Mini
yacht Class - a handful of intrepid American sailors
went to work building yachts to fit the rule:
It's a very easy system, there are only three rules
and they're yes and no answers; Is your mast round?
Is your tire this size? Does your yacht's wheelbase fit
in the rope? Yes or no.
- Dennis Bassano, 2014 Worlds
Enter the TWINNIE!
Carsten Owens joined the International 5.6 Miniyacht Class, with his cut down Manta Twin. And the
race was on as Dennis Bassano and several others
promptly came on board - naming the new yacht

style the TWINNIE. Soon, more Americans caught the
5.6 minyacht bug - Alan Mauldin, Mary Robertson,
Ken Smith, Bob Schumacher, Wayne Mauldin, John
Eisenlohr, Larry Hatch, Beat Naef, Peter Johns, William Lard, Ed Swanson to name a few. Most of these
designer/sailors built one or more miniyachts from
scratch!
A year went by with Burton winning most of the contests.
Then John Eisenlohr showed up at the ALC with his
BOBSLED and sailed away with the championship!
John's International 5.6 Miniyacht was totally enclosed but for open rear wheels and like Burton, John
designs and builds yachts that anyone can make, using
hardware and materials found at the local hardware
store! His current 5.6 miniyacht tub is a frame covered
with polished aluminum (aluminium for you British
readers!) and looks like a miniature AIRSTREAM trailer.
Before you die laughing - this is the miniyacht that
won at Smith Creek.
John's story in SAILING ANARCHY
Enter the PROMO
By 2014 Carsten Owens, after building and racing
several different concepts, seemed to have abandoned
the TWINNIE for a modified PROMO.

2015
Confusion and controversy, as FISLY discusses new
rules and US Mini sailors debate how to deal with
potential changes. (a possible topic for the next
Dirtboating Magazine).

Duncan Builds:
Modifying the Promo
The work to modify the Airtrack PROMO was done
over 4th of July weekend, at the Flying Monkey
Sailing Club Development and Fabrication Plant
(California) just days before the start of the 2014
Worlds. Carl Eberly came on board to help with
brainstorming and spent a lot of time in the tub
while we contemplated what changes to make.
(Carl had the easy job!)
STEP 1 - Make/mark measurements on the yacht
with magic marker; balance points, wheel base, cut
here lines, lunch orders etc.
STEP 2 - Disassemble the PROMO completely, including removal of the tub and steering fork from
the 'Y' frame.
STEP 3 - Cut a 3.25 inch diameter hole through the
tub, 12 inches behind the nose for the mast bucket's new location. This allowed the tub (and pilot) to

On the beaches in Europe miniyachts have been
around for years. Some models are 'homebuilt' with
possibly a dozen 'production' models from manufacturers like Sea Gull and Airtrack. Sandsailing clubs in
the region use miniyachts to train young people and
children to landsail. Recently there has been a trend in
landsailing manufacturers (Europe) to produce International 5.6 Miniyachts derived from medium size
models such as the PROMO. Several pilots were winners in major European regattas sailing these modified PROMO yachts.
Watching from the sidelines, I felt it made sense that
to cut up my perfectly good PROMO! Simply cut the
wheel base down while keeping the sail/rig combination. Along with the idea that moving the tub (and
pilots weight) forward almost 12 inches to add downforce to the front tire, I felt the job could be done with
relative ease.

be re-located approx 12 inches forward.
STEP 4 - Build and install a new compact front
wheel/fork as close to the tub as possible. This
required abandoning the original PROMO steering
fork and replacing it with a modified MANTA fork.
(2 trips to the welder)
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were 'faster' than the open yachts. It seems to me
a successful miniyacht must be a low slung yacht
which fits the 5.6 rule (enclosed or not).

Also required was the cutting off of approx 10
inches of the 'nose' of the fiberglass tub to accept
the new fork/steering. The nose of the tub was reglassed to fit the new steering assembly. Steering
linkage came from recycled PROMO steering pedals, tubes and connectors.
STEP 5 - With the front fork/wheel in place, we
measured and cut the rear axles to fit the 5.6 loop of
rope.
STEP 5 - Re-mount the tub to it's new place using
slightly longer studs for all mounts (one more trip
to the welder).
STEP 7 - Using the 'class' sail for the PROMO we
roped up and studied the sail plan! We replaced the
PROMO boom with a MANTA TWIN boom, sheeting with 3:1 purchase aft and 2:1 at the gooseneck.
The sheeting system adjusted the rig/sail nicely
and we decided no other work need be done here!
Except maybe the addition of a short aluminum
(aluminium for you Irish readers) insert to stiffen the
bottom 4 to 5 feet of the mast which I thought was
too 'whippy'.
Except for the fiberglass work - the conversion of
the Airtrack PROMO was an easy and satisfying job.
We 'recycled' as much of the original yacht as

Power the yacht with quality sails, built to match
the mast and mast bend and weight of the pilot.
It cannot be overstated that sails must match the
mast/mast bend/sheeting tension to be used.
I feel the use of the original sail/mast was from
Airtrack was a big help and huge timesaver as they
already matched as a unit. I didn't spend much time
trying different sail combinations - just roped up
and went sailing!
When can we do this again?

Blake Builds:
Start with a pile of Ludic parts...

possible but also used resin, fiberglass and spray
paint available from a local hardware store . . .
Regard! Une International 5.6 Miniyacht!
I sailed my new International 5.6 minyacht for the
first time at Smith Creek, accumulating maybe 1
hour of sailing time before racing the beastie! I
found it to be very high spirited (quick and nimble)
at medium speed. Squirrely to steer at high speeds
but quite smooth if rolling in a straight line.
Starts were made with all yachts rolling. What a gas!
I'm looking forward to more of these starts in the
future. My countdown timer was a problem but I'll
be better prepared next time!
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Photo: Walter Carels

Racing was extremely enjoyable. Courses included
short legs with lots of laps while hurtling and sliding about the playa avoiding other yachts, spinouts
and spills. As legs were so short, I think it's debatable
whether the yachts with full aerodyamic builds

Last minute Mini,
After decades of sailing homebuilt landsailers, I
purchased a used US Fed 5 for about a third of what
I had spent on the last evolution of my homebuilt.
After that, I pretty much dominated all the New
Mexico races (except for some all out drag races
with the Alien) because the Fed was just an order of
magnitude faster boat than anything anyone else
had. At that point I decided I would end up doing
a lot more sailing if I spent my hours driving to far
away events rather than designing and building
boats that I had no way to test until I showed up at
the annual event. As much as I enjoyed the designing and building, I pretty much decided, never again.
Twenty years later, I found myself standing in my
driveway surrounded by a collection of landsailing
shrapnel trying to visualize how it could go together
into a competitive International 5.6 landsailer so I
wouldn’t sit out the first few days of the Worlds. The
activities of the week that followed tossed me back
and forth between “never again” and “hey, this is fun.”
The original plan was to put a decent mast and
sail on my ancient, $200 Ludic, which had mysteriously become sailless, and just sail it at the Worlds.
The folks at Sailworks in Oregon were happy to help
me out, having built a bunch of sails for other mini
sailors. They provided a mast, a bunch of random

Pile of parts and a little "could this work?" staging

carbon tubes and two sails (4 and 5 m2)... months
before the event and I was good to go.
I often claim to not be competitive by nature and
honestly, I like free sailing as much or more than
racing, but somehow, the possibility of being dead
last at the Worlds started to wear on me. People
I talked to who had raced much newer Ludics in
Europe agreed that while perfect as beginner boats,
the structure was just too twisty to ever be really
fast, so trying to make the Ludic faster sounded like
a bad idea. Because of that, the Ludic just became
a contributor of parts. It had good wheels, tires and
removable axels and well-balanced steering with a
mast step in about the right place...It had the disadvantage of being a functional landsailer that my
grandson can sail and that is perfectly happy in very
small sailing venues. I didn’t mind using its parts,
but didn’t want to do anything that would prevent
it from being a Ludic again.
Other resources:
• One New Zealand Rocket body.
• A carbon mast and boom
• Two good SailWorks sails and a pile of others
that might work.
• A complete Fed 5 frame I had built off Mike
Hampton’s original plans, but with the ‘Y’ angled
up to work with 20inch OD rear wheels.
• A box full of blocks and shackles.
• A bunch of tubes and pipes of various sizes
shapes and materials
• A Home Depot 3 blocks away (very important
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since the nearest sailboat parts dealer is 500+
miles away).
After consulting with a bunch of folks on the
Seabreeze Australia forum, including, ironically, John
Eisenlohr, I came up with starting dimensions of 1.8
meter wheelbase and 1.5meter track that seemed
to fit easily into the rope and just started laying out
parts in the driveway. Several things became obvious: The Rocket body was going to work well (with
a little plastic surgery), The Ludic axles were perfect,
but matching them to US tubing was going to be a
pain. Similarly, the Ludic front looked like it would
work. The Fed frame looked unlikely to work at all
since it had been designed for big wheels. A simple
‘T’ shaped frame seemed like the way to go. Time
to start welding. The frame went together pretty
easily. A local muffler shop put a perfect 10 degree bend in the rear axle tube to get the 5 degree
camber I guessed would work (and charged me $5).
Making the hole to insert the main tube assemble
the ‘T’ required a lot of grinding, but the frame went
together in about a day and a half from sketch to
“finished.”
The body was a little trickier. The first step was to
cut a slot out of the bottom or the Rocket tub so it
could sit down over the front part of the frame. That
allowed me to assemble the whole thing and actually lie down in the tub with the wheels on. The first
try basically worked, the mast came up just inside
the front of the tub, the steering flopped fully right
and left without hitting the tub, my weight was far
enough forward that the front wheel was stuck to
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the ground.
The glass work was time consuming, but soon
the extra holes in the tub were closed up and the
tunnel to support and center the tub over the main
tube was taking shape. In the hours of waiting
while epoxy cured, I sleeved various tubes into the
base of the mast till I had a tight-fitting reinforcement that that reached about 3 feet up the inside of
the mast with progressively thinner layers. Life was
looking good!
Because I had never had problems with the
steering functioning on any of my home-builts, I
launched into the steering setup with optimism.
The problem was easy to see; the Ludic is steered
with feet directly on a bar attached to the fork with
pretty standard, European flop-over geometry. That
means that the steering bar moves about equally
up and down and front to back, which is no problem for legs to deal with. However, the new frame
was substantially longer than the Ludic and my
feet weren’t even close to the steering bar. I had
anticipated that and had pedals built that clamped
on to the main tube, like Manta pedals. However,
the distance from the pedals to the Ludic steering
bar wasn’t much more than a foot so there would
be some really wild angles involved, plus with the
huge vertical component, a BIG hole in the front of
the body would be required...I couldn’t even make
it work without the body. I Tried directly attached
cables but that just reproduced the the steering rod
problem times two, there were just too many different
angles to be dealt with in too short a distance.
Additionally, I needed a solution that wouldn’t
destroy the Ludic parts. The problem was that there
needed to be a major change in direction from the
horizontal push of the pedals to the mostly vertical arc of the steering bar. In my head I designed
and abandoned a bunch of different contraptions
with cams and rocker arms-- all way too complicated for the 1 day I had left. My brain settled back
on cables again...cables can change direction, they
just have to go around a block. A small pile of cash
dropped at Home Depot for cable and clamps and
metal blocks and a spreader welded to the bottom
of the front tube. Seemed like it was just assembly

from there. I built one side and threaded the cable
through. Moment of truth (turned out to be moment of lie...) It worked! Turn the pedal and the
steering turned, flop the wheel to the other side
and the cable played out with no problem. I tightened everything up and duplicated the setup on
the other side-- everything looked good. I pushed
the pedal and the steering moved about 5 degrees
and locked up with the both cables guitar-string
tight. At that point there were expletives...while the
part of my brain the paid attention in math class
said, “I told you so!” and the other part said “no, it
turns a little, it just needs adjusting,” and the really
rational part of my brain said, “forget the mini, the
Class 5 is already loaded, just head for Smith Creek.”
The “adjust it” brain won. I moved the cable mounting points a little toward the center of the steering
bar knowing that would give me more movement
of the wheel for the same pedal movement and
gained a couple more degrees before everything
locked up, so I moved the connections a lot closer
to the center and picked up another few degrees,
maybe 12 degrees each direction. By then I could
understand the problem, with all the different
angles working, the incoming and outgoing cables
were moving at a different rate. The wheel turned
up to the point that both cables pulled tight and
no more. On the other hand, I had steering and it is
a big lake. By then it was dark and I still had never
rigged the main and my plan of a midnight departure looked really unrealistic. I had built in a day to
just take it easy at Smith Creek before the event so
I just let it go. I could figure out the rig in the morning.
Surprisingly, that’s just how it went, I shortened
the mast and boom slightly (still way too long but
totally functional. Much easier to cut more later
than try to extend.) epoxied a piece of marine plywood inside the tub behind the headrest, added a
pad eye to attach a second block, ran a line through
all the sheaves and sheeted in....milagro! Worked
first time. Within half an hour, the mini and all its associated bits were on the trailer and attached to my
other, already-packed MINI (Cooper).
I rolled into Smith Creek the next morning after

a long, uneventful, all day and all night blitz across
New Mexico, Colorado, Utah and Nevada. After a
few hellos to friends I assembled the mini for its
maiden voyage in decent winds that had started as
I arrived...and it was...sketchy? Squirley? Scary? Hard
as hell to drive. Aside from the steering, which was
just an unfixable compromise; I’d gotten the tub too
far forward, reacting to a lot of paranoia about not
having enough weight on the front wheel. If I hunkered down in the tub I was aerodynamically clean,
but very tippy. Straightening my legs completely
and scooting back really helped with the healing so
I could concentrate on driving. Eventually I found
an imperfect balance between too tight cables
which limited steering and too loose which allowed
the boat to steer itself and I just got used to it. The
quirkiness seemed to get steadily better as things
settled in and I settled down.
On one hand, with a relatively small investment
of time and money, I put together an I5.6 Mini that
sailed mid-pack at the Worlds and was still together
on the last day, despite the bizarre conditions. On
the other, there was going to need to be a fairly
complete redesign from the tub forward if it was
ever going to be really right. Altogether? It was
good, slightly adrenalin-laced, fun and I got to sail
next to some great boats and great sailors from all
over the world. I have to call that a success.

Photo: Duncan
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John Eisenlohr Builds:
On the way to World Championship:
My International 5.6 Mini was derived through
hours of drawings and contemplation.
I grew up in Southern California where I learned
to landsail at a young age. I also liked to surf and
made my own boards from day one. The first six
boards were junk. After a while I started getting
better at shaping them. The last board I made was in
1992. It was an 8’ 6” longboard. Prior to that I made
and surfed short boards. The 8’ 6” was somewhat of
a hybrid. The first part of the board from the nose to
the midpoint resembled a typical long board. The
last half used more short board lines, small fins and
lots of vee. The board did exactly what I wanted it to
do. It caught waves like a longboard but carved like
a short board. I had several people come up to me
after a surf session and say “ I didn’t know you could
do moves like that on a long board”.
When I designed my mini I used the same logic.
Take everything that works well on a big dirtboat
and implement it in the mini. That translated into
an aerodynamic fuselage taken as far as my current
skills and pocketbook could get me. When I make
a dirt or iceboat I always draw it on the computer.
After I’m satisfied with it a draw it full scale on a

sheet of mdf or plywood. It’s seems you always find
a better way to do things when it’s full scale before
your eyes.
The construction fuselage construction is all
based off of one curve. That curve was based off a
conduit bender from Home Depot. I used the same
building technique with a dirtboat I made in the
90’s called “The Bomb”. I bought the conduit bender
that had the largest curve and allowed the largest
diameter as possible. I made the framework out of
7/8’’ thin wall mild steel tubing because it fit the
bender best.
The design is simple. It consists of an outer perimeter hoop on vertical center line with the appropriate bulkhead stations connecting to the hoop on
top and bottom. The most challenging part of the
design was cramming the front wheel into it.
Even though I won the World Championships
with this design I still don’t know if I got it right. I’m
tempted to tear it apart and change it with a few
ideas that have been floating around in my head.

Editors Note: As they say on Sesame Street, "One of these things is not like
the others." If you ignore the fact that John is a great sailer, both in terms of
tactics and just getting the most out of his boat, what is the glaring difference
between two mid-pack boats and a World Champion boat? I'm thinking, testing, tuning, attention to detail, and time in the driver's seat. Both Duncan and
I sailed our boats for the first time at the Worlds. In contrast, John sailed his
many times on the Ice and on the dirt; he and the boat getting steadily better
all the time until a World Champion comination was achieved.

John Eisenlohr US 772

Above and left: US772 on ice, Screen
captures from John's YouTube channel.
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The Search for

The Holy Gale
May be Over!*

Duncan Harrison

Photos Duncan Harrison

T

he 41st or so "Search for the Holy Gale"
(Monty Python—or a few years earlier Le
Morte D'Arthur—pun) was held last June on
Smith Creek Dry Lake. This annual, fun, landsailing
event is hosted by the SASSASS Landsailing Club.
Members, originally, mostly sailors from Santa Cruz,
California, get together with friends from all over
the US to sail and party!

*till next year

Sailing (when it happened) was late afternoon in the
SUNDOWNERs or when the occasional squall blew
thru! Once again Smith Creek and the surrounding
desert lived up to it's legend as being a very dynamic
place to sail - or just survive!

began again!
With very predictable results . . .
In the continuing strong surface flow - 20 to 30 mph
with stronger gusts - Renée Fields, sailing faster than
she has ever sailed, found herself chasing Mary Robertson downwind in STANDARTs.

The "GALE," as it is affectionately known, has been
held at famous dry lakes, including the Black Rock
Desert and Smith Creek Dry Lake. Both are remote
playas and Landsailing Meccas in Nevada, USA. The
recent Worlds Championship of Landsailing was
held in July, 2014 on Smith Creek Dry Lake.

Wind gusts clocked in the high 60s did major
damage as they blew thru camp—sending toy haulers
and tent campers rolling end for end across the
playa—picking up anything (small and large) and
everything and carrying it off-including a lot of
stuff that was nailed down. Flying debris blew out
car windows but luckily didn't hit hurt anyone. Most
of the damage was limited to a lot of stuff being
blown a mile or two into the surrounding desert….

Renée, yes, in a gust, threw her STANDART into the
turn at the leeward mark, causing welds to fail and
ripping both rear wheels off at the axles! Providing
spectators with the thrill of the day, Renée performed a spectacular wheeless spinout - just missing Mary who rounded the mark cleanly ahead and
later remarked that a big chunk of Renée's yacht
bounced off her yacht without doing much damage.

This year, July 2015, we all arrived at Smith Creek
to find warm and then hotter days and light winds.

A short time after the MONSTER GUST flattened
camp and the wreckage was cleaned up - racing

Duncan Harrison
Smith Creek, Nevada 2015

...I always seem to end up writing disclaimers
or maybe just sidebars... Although there
was very little official racing at this year's
Gale, there was a lot of great sailing. One
of the few races that actually came off was
the Middle Class race including Standarts, Fisly 5, Promo and Sportsman class
(basically all the boats too fast to race with
Mantas and not fast enough to keep up
with the big boats) There was a least one
false start as the howling winds stopped altogether and we finally launched in almost
nothing. The nothing wind only lasted a
few seconds before picking up to speeds
that would probably have prevented a start.
On the reach to the leeward mark I was
just hanging on for dear life and accelerating like crazy even as I eased out the main
(reminding myself of one of my hard and
fast rules, "never get between two alpha
females and the leeward mark," (probably
works just as well with alpha males...) My
memory is of tiny rocks from Renée's Standart pinging off my goggles as she rapidly
closed the gap on Mary and me thinking
they were both really flying into the mark. I
confess, I was already looking for an escape
strategy before Renée went sideways and
parts started flying.
In these days when there is always video
running it is remarkable that this spectular
incident totally escaped capture. It is less
remarkable that everyone that I talked to
afterwards, spectators and participants
alike, had a different account of what happened...just sayin'.
Blake
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Looking Forward to Ice
Canyon Ferry Montana

D

ave Farmer's account of a great day sailing at Canyon Ferry last winter. While
the rest of the dirtboaters search for dry lakes that are actually dry, many of
our compatriots switch to runners. Here's hoping that the 90° highs seen a
couple of weeks ago In parts of Montana are gone and ice can start building. The
say El Niño brings snow and cold to New Mexico and Colorado. There should be
more great ice at Canyon Ferry—

Dave Farmer

A
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nother pilgrimage eastward, in
search of solid water. To Canyon
Ferry, east of the continental
divide, iceboating Mecca of the West. John
with his World Championship mini, and I
with the Fed 5, both dirtboats decked out
with runners for the season. We travel four
hours from Lakeside, MT, back down the
ramp the early afternoon sunshine, and rig
in still air. As we finish, the predicted 6 to 10
shows up and we're off! The ice is four to six
inches thick, with stippling of consolidated
snow. This big water venue is known for its
hazards, and we could see open water on
the north end of the reservoir as we drove
in. So we cruise about fairly close to the
launch, take a break or two, and sail contentedly til the light fails. The trip is already
a success!
Glenn has graciously offered us his
newly minted "Clubhouse", five minutes
away. We unwind in glorious warmth, feed
ourselves, and crash ridiculously early so
we can get up and do it again.
It's Saturday morning and the local
boaters and skaters show around 10. No
wind yet, so we strap on the skates, and
Dave gives us the lowdown on known hazards, which we mark with flags in hopes of
staying on top of the ice. We give ourselves

Montana
Captured from "No Gusts no Glory" John Eisenlohr

some boundaries, some safe real estate, and as we skate back
the blessed breeze starts to wind up. The glee level starts to
ramp up, and rigging commences vigorously. Within fifteen
minutes we've got a fleet scurrying about, mostly DNs, some
Nites, a Manta, and us. All fairly evenly matched, a blast to
run with similar machines!
We can run down the shoreline a ways and get into smoother
ice. Nice ice, hard ice, fast! Not a huge amount of breeze,

maybe 10, but with this surface the boats are getting into the thirties, always exhilarating, particularly
with sunshine and temps in the forties! The locals
are soon satisfied, and they wander off. But John
and I rarely see these conditions, and we blissfully
sail into another grand Montana sunset.
The prediction for Sunday is big! A front is approaching, wind fifteen to twenty, gusting to forty,
with precip likely. By ten we're at the boats, and it's
on! We rig the little sails, and we're off! No significant
cloud cover, a few squalls pass through occasionally spitting snow or rain, but it's mostly sun and
rapidly rising temps. I'm in heaven! The locals show
again, rig, and scream around with us a while, but
these conditions are brutal, with the gusts hitting
hard, easily ten to fifteen knots over the mean wind
speed, which is in the high teens. A bit much for
those without the ability to shorten sail, so attrition sets in. Although it's less than relaxing, I revel
in this kind of sailing, the challenge of maintaining
control in out of control conditions, while attempting to squeeze out as much speed as I dare. Load
the boat up too much and the rear end breaks free.
Violently, I learn! One puff hits ferociously while
already travelling over fifty, and slams the boat into
a 540 degree spin, nearly capsizing, then decelerating slowly, backwards, while I try to catch my breath!

John's right behind me, and gets a front row seat.
I rig down another sail size and head out for more.
It's late afternoon now, and the warmth and breeze
are sending sheets of water across the surface in
hypnotizing patterns, giving John and I the eerie
sensation that we're moving, even as we stand next
to our boats. The wind and water are burnishing
the surface, with it getting faster and faster. It often
looks like a mirror, which is spectacular, but also
disguises any hazards, and it's now impossible to tell
ice from open water. So as the day winds down, we
reign in our acreage, staying closer to home to stay
on safer ice. Finally I pack it in, and John uses up the
last of the light to rack up a few more miles. Both of
us logged nearly 40 miles apiece, and registered top
speeds around 60 mph. A most excellent day!
Glenn and John's daughter, Sarah, spend the
night with us, and the wind rages though the wee
hours. We're back on the ice by eight the next morning for a little father daughter time at the tiller in
Glenn's Nite. It dropped below freezing overnight,
and the surface is once again hard and fast. The
now eased breeze, and low angle lighting make for
a memorable morning for them both. The boats are
loaded, and we're back on the pavement by eleven,
smiling all the way home. Thanks Canyon Ferry, you
delivered once more!

Mystery Pilots
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Beverly Rypinski
Dave Moeller
Catherine Collinet (France)
George Olson
Earl F. Conover
Frank Marsh
Bill Bozell
Dorothy Short
Robin Alexander
George Olson
Cynthia Phillipy
Denis Blervaque (France)
Earl Conover
Dave Moeller
Parrie Marie Beach
Jeanette LaRoe
Gordan Morgan
Tim Tate
Bill Eisenlohr (this one might have been wrong
in the 1975 program)
Wayne Ross
Kathy Moeller
Robin Alexander

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

John Moeller
Wayne Kocher
Jean Luis Collinet (France)
Rainy Bassano
Shirley Sedam
Greg Lizo
Ralph Lizo
Nord Embroden
Dan Palmer
Pattie Kocher
Dennis Bassano
Bill Lee
Lowell C. Frank
Alan Wirtanen
Second Chance to get it right (Nord
Embroden?)
Bud Beach
Don Rypinski
Arlen A. Beall
Jan P. Lowe
Program says Nord…maybe Bill Eisenlohr?
Grant Follis
Jeff Jones
Thomas Traylor
Uwe Schroeder
Corrections please!

El Mirage Sunrise, photo, Duncan Harrison

Last Words

One of the wonderful bennefits of being a dirtboater is being present
for nature's amazing visual displays. Beyond the spectacular sunrises
and sunsets and violent squalls, I have seen mirages, planets, comets,
eclipses, satellites, space stations and more stars and shooting stars
than I can ever count.

Alvord sunsets, above and right. Alvord Sunrise below.
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